
Smarter cases, backpacks, briefs and sleeves for protecting your digital devices.

 smarter  than most.™



It was 20 years ago that Ethan Nyholm had a flash of inspiration and resourcefully slipped 

his new laptop into a padded postal envelope for protection while carrying it around in his 

hiking pack. Though clever, he knew this wasn’t exactly a lasting solution. So, teaming up with 

co-worker Adina Jacobs, they created a unique new product—a bag specifically designed to 

protect digital gear while offering a fashion-forward look. In the twenty years since, STM Goods 

has become an industry leader in the creation of laptop bags, packs, fitted cases, and other 

accessories. All designed to safeguard your tech devices, smarter than most.

smarter than most



fitted
cases
protective cases for iPad,
MacBook and Surface models

 smarter than most.™



Dux           Atlas             Studio                     Hynt

smarter features

VARIABLE VIEWING
easily fold the case into the perfect typing 
or viewing position

MAGNETIC CLOSURE
quickly and easily access your digital device 

SUPER PROTECTIVE
polycarbonate and rubberised TPU bracket for 
even the most accident prone among us

fitted case
collections



In Australia, a “Dux” refers to the best student in the 

class, the one who scores the highest on every exam. 

As the name suggests, we have developed a best-in-

class solution with the Dux line of protective cases. 

The primary features are rugged protection without bulk 

and a transparent back for customisation. The Dux is 

designed to brave the challenges of everyday life, 

and allow you to live yours with one less worry.

smarter protection
MIL-SPEC TESTED
exceeds U.S. Department of Defense drop test standards

SUPER PROTECTIVE
polycarbonate and rubberised TPU bracket for even the 
most accident prone among us

PENCIL & CRAYON STORAGE
featuring convenient integrated storage for your writing tool, 
on Dux Plus and Dux Plus Duo (features will vary on cases)

best-in-class
protection



soft
goods
protective backpacks, briefs, and 
sleeves for your laptop or tablet

 smarter than most.™



Myth          Ace        Streets        Stories

smarter features
SLINGTECH™

not just padding. Your device is suspended away from the edge of the pack, isolating it 

from the bump zone. Because the best impact protection is impact prevention.

CABLEREADY™

the subtle, ingenious cable-routing channel system keeps your cords conveniently stowed 

and out of the way even between compartments so you can power the stuff that matters. 

LUGGAGE PASS-THROUGH
PassPort securely and easily connects your pack or brief to other baggage items. It’s also integrated 

with the lumbar support of the back panel. Just our way of taking the lug out of luggage.

(Education & Corporate)

soft goods
collections



Designed by women, for women.



DESIGNED IN AUSTRALIA
STMGOODS.COM
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